
Five Top-down Furlers Face Off
Part 2: Spinnaker furling systems face sea trials and bench tests.

Top-down furlers have proven to be a 
legitimate means of taking the dra-

ma out of spinnaker setting and dousing, 
and they represent a new breed of hard-
ware that’s carefully designed and manu-
factured to be durable for the long haul. 
In Part I (PS, January 2014) of this two-
part report, we introduced � ve top-down 
furlers, detailed how they worked, and 
made a good case for why short-handed 
cruising sailors should buy into a concept 
originally designed for hard-core ocean 
racers. In this article, Part 2 of the report, 
we’ll take a closer look at the furlers, the 
test protocol, and the results.

� ere were no out-and-out losers in this 
test. Each of the � ve units we tested rep-
resents well thought-out engineering and 
quality materials. Across the board, these 
endless-line furlers, with their top swivels 
driven by anti-torsion ropes, successfully 
tamed the 1,100-square-foot UK Sailmak-
ers A-Star—a cloud of well-shaped nylon 
that turned near calms into enjoyable 
sailing conditions. As testing concluded, 
PS Technical Editor Ralph Naranjo noted 
that a retractable bowsprit and any one of 
the � ve top-down furlers tested made his 

classic Ericson 41 a more versatile cruising 
boat. Some of the products made furling 
a little easier, others o� ered quick-change 
features testers liked, and the Profurl 
Spinex 2.5 even came with a string of 
plastic bearings that allowed the sail to 
spin o�  the furler with quick-set alacrity. 

WHAT WE TESTED
We tested � ve top-down furlers from top 
sailing hardware manufacturers: the Col-
ligo CN3S, Karver KSF2, Profurl Spinex 
2.5, Ronstan Series 120, and the Seldén 
GX15.

� ere are marked similarities and a few 
important di� erences among the units we 
tested. All worked on the same general 
principal: a deck-level sheave driven by a 
looped line spins an extremely sti� , axle-
like rope, around which a sizable asym-
metric spinnaker can be furled. � e sail is 
attached to the top of the anti-torsion line 
(also known as a “torque rope” or “tor-
sional furling cable”) and hoisted alo�  on 
a spinnaker halyard. As detailed in last 
month’s report, the sail winds around 
this line starting at the head and work-
ing its way to the deck, hence the name 

“top-down furler.” � is allows the drum 
to rotate without causing the lower part of 
the sail to roll up around its lu� . � e anti-
torsion line becomes both a drive sha�  
and a mandrel around which the sail furls.

All of the products tested were de-
signed to furl lightweight, free-f lying 
sails—especially those with a curved lead-
ing edge. Each works on masthead or frac-
tional rigs. All of the test furlers come with 
torque ropes, except the Ronstan. Bearing 
systems vary, and pins, clips, and how the 
endless ree� ng line is reeved di� er from 
unit to unit. All feature half-inch-diame-
ter anti-torsion lines, but the line details 
and terminal � ttings varied. � e Colligo 
CN3S was the only one to use a shackle 
tack; all others come standard with a snap 
shackle at the tack.

Each furler was put through its paces at 
sea and in the workshop. For speci� cs on 
the test protocol, see the accompanying 
“How We Tested.” 

COLLIGO CN3s
Colligo’s CN3s furler is built around a 
large-diameter drum with an efficient 
bearing package that delivers a smooth 

This 1,100-square-foot UK Sailmakers A-Star spinnaker was a handful to conventionally set and douse aboard the Ericson 41 test boat, 
but when furled using a top-down furler, it could easily be hoisted or doused.
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The test comprised on-the-water 
and in-the-worksop testing. For the 

bench-testing component, we set up 
a test that mimicked furling loads and 
allowed us to measure the input ten-
sion and output torque. In essence, we 
tensioned a short segment of torque 
rope and added an angular line load 
that simulated a sail being furled. These 
loads (200 pounds and 500 pounds) and 
angles remained consistent from unit to 
unit, and what we measured was how 
much tension had to be placed on the 
furling line in order to wind up the small 
segment of faux sail (weighted line). 
The results show the tension in pounds 
through the � ve-rotation furl. The fact 
that larger drum diameters directly cor-
relate with lower furling loads came as 
no surprise.

We also disassembled mechanically 
fastened components and took a close 
look at all the parts. Because these sys-
tems are expensive, we also looked for factors that would likely 
impact their longevity. Details like a manufacturer’s e� orts to 
isolate dissimilar metals and their initial alloy choices were key 
factors when it came to adding bonus pluses.

For real-world testing, we evaluated the furlers’ performances 
underway. Testers used each furler in calm conditions aboard 
an Ericson 41 � tted with a Seldén retractable bowsprit and a 
1,100-square-foot asymmetrical sail, UK Sailmakers’ A-Star. Tes-
ters also noted ease of installation, ease of use, and construction 
quality.

In tests underway, we found that larger-diameter sheaves less-
ened the load on the furling line and made the pull easier. As with 
any larger lever arm—or in this case, a bigger sheave—the re-

sult can be greater output from the same 
amount of input; however, Mr. Newton’s 
conservation of energy prevails in this 
case, and despite more furling gusto, the 
total work done remains the same. This 
means that when we make it easier to 
haul on the furling line, it will also take 
longer (more pulls) to haul in the sail. In 
this case, the low-gear nature of larger 

diameter sheaves got the tester’s thumbs up, especially in higher 
winds. It did take more pulls on the furling line to get the sail in, 
but we found the leverage increase of the larger diameter sheave 
worth the cost of a slightly slower haul-in rate.

Those looking to use the furling system for both cruising and 
racing should take a close look at how each system expedites 
the set-up process and makes it easy to clear the gear from the 
foredeck once the sail is furled and dropped. We found that a tack 
snap shackle and easy-to-use quick pins designed into the jaw 
of the furler and swivel greatly sped up the process. Users must 
decide whether or not to clear the deck completely, or perhaps 
leave the drum and swivel attached to the halyard via a short pen-
nant. This will help you decide which system best suits your needs. 

H O W  W E  T E S T E D

From the Sea 
to the Shop

The test jig (at left) imposed tension on 
the torque rope (black), and a second-
ary line added sideload. Testers used 
magnets to evaluate the alloy type and 
quality (above) of hardware like this 
Selden low-friction shackle.

and easy furl. It features a 6.3-inch-
diameter, anodized-aluminum sheave ro-
tating on a titanium, spindle-type axle and 
surrounded by a pan-like molded plastic 
cage. � e sealed, angular contact bearings 
are housed in a compact, watertight hub 
and can handle thrust and axial loads. 
� e lightweight top swivel runs on Tor-
lon bearings, and the jaw uses a ring pin. 
A non-swiveling Tylaska snap shackle is 
optional for the tack.

We set up the endless-line drive using 
snatch blocks to insure a straight run to 
the furler. By placing another snatch block 

on the loop and tensioning it with a bun-
gee cord lashing, we were able to keep the 
line taught and running smoothly during 
both the inhaul and outhaul process. In a 
permanent setup for this unit, or the other 
furlers, we would have placed some small 
but e�  cient bullet blocks on the endless 
line prior to splicing it together, and used 
them to fairlead the furling line. 

Bottom line: Colligo hit a sweet spot 
with its large-diameter drum, moderate 
weight, ease of operation, and very favor-
able price. � e least expensive in the test 
� eld, the $1,399 Colligo is the Budget Buy.

KARVER KSF2
� e Karver KSF2’s superbly engineered 
drum and swivel combo sports nicely ma-
chined, user-friendly, singlehand-usable 
jaw pins and an easy-to-operate tack snap 
shackle, which makes setup and disassem-
bly easy. � ere’s a removable drum lock 
that prevents unwanted unfurling, and the 
system works just like a window shade, 
requiring only a tug on the furling line to 
release the lock. 

Prior to unfurling the sail during tests, 
we just hauled in a bit on the furling line, 
let go, and yanked away on the leeward 



sheet. When it came time to haul in the 
sail, we headed the test boat just a little 
below a beam reach, eased the sheet to spill 
the breeze, and hauled away. 

It took a few yanks to deliver enough 
torque alo�  to start the furling process, 
and as the sail wound around the torque 
rope, the sheet needed additional easing. 
It’s important to watch the lazy sheet and 
make sure it does not get caught up in the 
furling sail. � is is another reason we pre-
fer working from the max beam/mast step 
part of the boat where all can be seen and 
responded to. 

Bottom line: Karver got a nod of ap-
proval for jaw-pin operation and tack-
shackle handling. It also scored points 
with its unique removable locking system 
controllable with a tug of the furling line. 

PROFURL SPINEX 2.5 
� e Profurl Spinex 2.5 furler was the most 
complex of the top-down systems we test-
ed. It had more hardware than the other 
furling systems, making it heavier and a 
bit more of a challenge to hoist. Testers 
also found the coiling and bagging process 
more complicated, especially on smaller 

boats. � e tack swivel is part of the torque 
rope rather than the furling drum, and 
this allows the NEX drum to remain in 
play as a bottom-up furler a� er the spin-
naker has been doused and stowed.

Testers liked the ball-like rollers on 
the Spinex 2.5’s torque rope, a feature 
that makes unfurling the sail more like 
a well-orchestrated mark rounding than 
a typical cruising experience. � e system 
also seemed more tolerant of snafus that 
would likely cause a back wrap problem 
on torque rope-only furlers. 

The Spinex 2.5 features a nicely ma-
chined and anodized sheave, a stainless-
steel sheave cage and little touches of ele-

gance such as stainless-steel inserts where 
high-load carrying clevis pins penetrate 
the aluminum hub and swivel jaw. Tes-
ters noted the extensive use of high-tensile 
stainless for clevis pins and the central 
sha�  of the furler, a feature that provides 
higher safe working loads but also yields a 
surface more prone to oxidation and crev-
ice corrosion. Small increases in ferrous 
content allow stainless to be made into 
stronger alloys, but it also makes the metal 
more chemically and galvanically reactive.

Bottom line: Although hoisting and 
bagging were impacted by the bulk and 
weight of the additional gear, Profurl’s more 
complex design and bushing-like plastic 

H O W  W E  T E S T E D VALUE GUIDE  TOP-DOWN SPINNAKER FURLERS
MANUFACTURER COLLIGO KARVER PROFURL RONSTAN SELDÉN

MODEL CN3s $ KSF2 Spinex 2.5  Series 120 GX15 

PRICE $1,399 $3,030 * $3,030 * $2,195 $1,545

MAXIMUM SAIL AREA 1,000 square feet NA 44 feet LOA 44 feet LOA 1,238 square feet

SAFE WORKING LOAD 6,600 pounds 5,511 pounds 5,000 pounds 3,970 pounds 3,300 pounds

DRUM DIAMETER /
DRUM WEIGHT

6.3 inches / 
2.72 pounds

5.67 inches / 
2.26 pounds

5.9 inches / 
2.08 pounds

4.75 inches / 
1.38 pounds

5.9 inches / 
2.8 pounds

DRUM CAGE MATERIALS Full fiberglass Full fiberglass Stainless steel Te� on band Full stainless /
 � berglass

SHEAVE LOCK No Yes Remote Yes Remote

TACK HARDWARE Shackle; snap 
shackle optional Snap shackle Snap shackle Snap shackle Snap shackle

JAW HARDWARE Ring pin Quick pin Quick pin Push pin Fixed

TEST RESULTS

EASE OF INSTALL Excellent / System 
is plug and play

Excellent / System 
is plug and play

Good / System is 
plug and play

Good / No line, 
no clamps

Fair / end � ttings 
more challenging

MAGNETIC Low High High Low Low

PULLS @ 200 POUNDS 4 to 8 6 to 9 5 to 8 7 to 12 5 to 8

PULLS @ 500 POUNDS 14 to 22 17 to 25 16 to 23 23 to 31 15 to 23

 Best Choice      Recommended    $ Budget Buy                                                                                                                                 *Price with torsion line

Colligo 
CN3s Karver 

KSF2



balls made for the easiest in-and-out op-
eration. It earns a PS Recommendation.PS Recommendation.PS

RONSTAN SERIES 120
Sporting the lightest and smallest sheave 
of the test field, the compact Ronstan 
Series 120 furler still managed to get the 
job done during tests. However, once the 
wind picked up, testers missed having 
the leverage that larger-diameter sheaves 

provided. With less leverage delivered by 
the 4.75-inch sheave, it sent less torque to 
the head of the sail. So when furling in 
15-knot conditions, we had to pull a lot 
harder on the endless furling line than we 
did with units driven by larger-diameter 
sheaves. Our shop tests also re� ected the 
impact of less leverage.

In order to cope with decreased torque 
underway, we de-powered the sail by steer-
ing deeper, closer to 120 to 130 degrees 
(apparent wind angle), blanketing more 
of the breeze with the mainsail. � e de-
powered sail was easier to furl, but we had 
to watch carefully to keep the lazy sheet 
from getting trapped in the furling sail. 

Sailors who furl the spinnaker at the 
� rst sign of white caps will � nd that there’s 
enough torque in this light, compact furl-
er to handle the task at hand, but the more 

adventurous sailors who ignore the signs 
and regularly get caught with too much 
sail up, a larger-drum furler and a 10-mil-
limeter (rather than 8-millimeter) furling 
line would be a better option. 

Bottom line: � e lightweight Ronstan 
is a good choice for use with smaller spin-
nakers. 

SELDÉN GX15 
Seldén’s GX15 handled furling tasks 
quite nicely. It’s a good combination of 
materials and engineering, carrying on 
the company’s sensible commitment to 
investment-cast stainless steel. At the 
heart of the drive system is a 22/32-inch, 
stainless-steel axle sha�  that snap shack-
les to the tack. At the opposite end of this 
2-inch sha�  is a unique compression � t-
ting that locks the torque rope in place. 

A CLOSER LOOK

Testers noted that all of the units we evaluated worked better 
when we added enough halyard tension to remove most of 

the curve in the torque rope, without over-tensioning the halyard. 
Working out a fair lead for the endless-line loop also helped 
to make the furling process even easier. When it came to how 
much tension was put on the halyard, a 
good rule of thumb was to eliminate the 
swayback look but not to crank it up like 
a headsail lu�  in heavy air. 

The term “anti-torsion rope” used by 
many riggers and equipment manu-
facturers is a bit misleading, and many 
engineers will quickly point out that the 
purpose of the line is to actually trans-
fer torque from the deck- or bowsprit-
attached drive sheave to the top swivel 
that’s attached to the head of the sail. Col-
ligo calls this twist-resistant line a “torque 
rope;” Marlow ropes feels “torsional furl-
ing cable” is a more descriptive term. In 
all of the systems tested, the rotating upper swivel starts the rollup 
process, and the descriptive “top-down” term de� nes how the sail 
is wound about the rigid line or torque rope. 

The rope itself reminds a sailor of the proverbial sheet from 
hell—a line that’s so sti�  it’s bent rather than faked into a coil. But 
in this case, the semi-rigid characteristic, so detested in jib sheets 
or dock lines, is just what’s needed. By being resistant to twisting 
and hockling, the line does a great job of transferring rotary energy 
up to the top swivel. It achieves this ability by using a sti�  core line 
or central elastomer around which high modulus, + -45-degree 
yarns are braided, and then an outer braided cover tightly cinches 
up the line. 

Maxi and mega yachts use carbon fiber; 
smaller craft use less esoteric � bers. But delivering a rope that favors 
torque transmission and exhibits minimal stretch remains the goal. 
When we intentionally substituted a double-braid Dacron sheet as 
a makeshift torque rope, the line twisted, hockled, and increased 
tension, but the net e� ect was extra load on the bearings and a 
big decrease in rotational force delivered to the top swivel. All of 
the units tested came with or recommended similar torque ropes 
measuring approximately a half-inch or 11- to 13-millimeters. When 
we unbraided a 120-millimeter length of the line (in order to make 
up a Seldén terminal), we found 24 woven strands tightly bundled 
around an elastomer central core. A double layer, tightly braided 
cover sealed up the inner layers.

The ‘Anti-torsion’ Rope

Profurl 
Spinex 2.5

1

1. All of the torque ropes were quite sti� . Note the 
Spinex system, with the balls in the background, 
which was designed to solve the problem of back 
wrap. 2. Dissecting a torque rope revealed  that 
beneath the outer braided cover are tightly woven 
inner yarns formed around a central elastomer.

2



THE DIFFERENCE IS IN THE DETAILSA CLOSER LOOK
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1. Colligo’s CN3s’s top swivel features Torlon ball bearings.
2. Profurl’s well-designed quick-connect torque rope clamp.
3. The test furlers’ locking systems: Here you see the Profurl Spinex’s 
ratcheting furling line lock versus Seldén’s versatile, dual-lead and 
double cam-cleat line lock.
4. When setting up the Selden GX15 system, testers used hose 
clamps to help coax the torque line’s core strands through the 
unique compression terminals.

Seldén GX15

Profurl Spinex 2.5

The options list o� ered by each manu-
facturer can add a lot to the func-

tionality of these systems. For example, 
Seldén’s dual cam-cleat fairlead makes the 
endless-line loop even more user friendly 
(photo 3). Profurl uses a ratchet block and a 
lightweight tackle to put tension in its end-
less loop, and both of these options can 
be used as a line lock to prevent unfurling 
(photo 3). Ronstan’s small-radius thimbles 
are good for half-inch or 13/32-inch torque 
rope, while Colligo’s elegantly simple line 
clamps and thimbles make quick and 
easy splices. Their Dyneema soft shackles 
are just right for connecting the head of 
an asymmetric spinnaker to a top swivel 
thimble. 

Testers noted an across-the-board use of 
Torlon bearings for tack swivels, but most 
manufacturers remained committed to 
sealed stainless bearings for the sheave ax-
les and top swivel. Colligo used Torlon ball 
bearings in its top swivel and unscrewing 
four screws o� ered access to the 13 replace-
able balls (photo 1). The fact that top-down 
furlers do not remain exposed to the ele-
ments on a 24/7 basis is another boon to 
their longevity. 

3

� e 5.9-inch-diameter sheave spins on a 
substantial, sealed, stainless-steel thrust 
bearing. We found no magnetic signature 
in the castings, but did note that the swivel 
axle was magnetic.

The split sheave in 
the endless-line drum 
is molded fiberglass 
that’s held together ef-
� ciently with a multi-
slotted interface and 
seven small stainless 
screws. � is drum de-

sign allows for replacing the aluminum 
“teeth” that enable the swiveling sheave 
to tightly engage the furling line—an 
important attribute during higher-wind 

furling. Its torque-rope end � ttings rely on 
a custom compression � tting rather than 
the easy-to-install thimble and clamp ap-
proach others use. It’s more time consum-

ing to assemble, but because 
it’s only done once, this is not 
a major drawback. (� ose who 
have not had much experience 
with rope work may want to 
hire a rigger to make up these 
end � ttings.) While the added 
end � ttings mean more system 
complexity, it also means the 

Ronstan 
Series 120 Seldén 

GX15



GX15 o� ers a streamlined, permanently 
connected drum, torque rope, and swivel. 

Bottom line: Seldén, a master of care-
fully engineered stainless construction, 
delivered a unit that’s designed to stand 
the tests of time. It gets the PS Best Choice 
for a top-down furler for cruising sailors.

CONCLUSION
� e bottom line is that we found each of 
these units had a certain nuanced spin 
that was all its own. All perform well 
and are well made. But when all was said 
and done, the Seldén GX15 captured the 
Best Choice award for cruising boats, the 
Colligo earned the Budget Buy pick, and 
testers Recommended Profurl’s Spinex 
2.5. � e others were nipping at the heels 
of the winners, and as mentioned earlier, 
there were no losers in this roundup of 
top-down furlers. 

Amidst all of this top-down furler en-

thusiasm, we’d like to o� er a couple of 
precautionary thoughts. First of all, this 
technology allows a shorthanded crew 
to handle way more sail area than would 
be the case in a normal cruising context, 
and getting caught with an asymmetric 
spinnaker unfurled in too much wind is 
anything but a walk in the park. � e sec-
ond serious consideration is that although 
the furled spinnaker may look like other 
furled headsails, it’s not meant to remain 
hoisted and furled for prolonged periods.

One local sailmaker spoke of a client 
who had grown accustomed to leaving the 
sail up once furled. Apparently, while mo-
toring through a calm, a chafed-through 
spinnaker halyard caused the furled sail 
to drop into the sea. Before the crew could 
get to the helm and switch o�  the auto-
pilot, the sail, torque rope, and sheets got 
wrapped around the sha�  and shut down 
the diesel in a very undesirable manner. 

� e point being, top-down furlers make 
asymmetric spinnakers much more user 
friendly, but they also up the ante when 
it comes to the seamanship and decision-
making process that goes hand-in-hand 
with their use.

For related PS articles and illustrations, PS articles and illustrations, PS
check out the online version of this article.  

CONTACTS

KARVER (EURO MARINE TRADING), 
401/849-0060, 
www.euromarinetrading.com
COLLIGO, 480/703-3675, 
www.colligomarine.com
PROFURL, 401/683-5055, 
www.wichard-usa.com
RONSTAN, 401/293-0539, 
www.ronstan.us
SELDEN, 843/760-6278, 
www.seldenmast.com

NOTES FROM THE FIELD

Following the publication of Part 1 of this report, we heard from 
several readers about their experiences with top-down furlers. 

Here are a few of their comments.

SELDÉN
I installed the Seldén GX10 last summer along with a Seldén bow-
sprit. It works as described in the January 2014 article, and I am 
happy with it. The only issue I’ve had is that after furling the spin-
naker with the sheets wrapping around the lower portion of the 
sail, when unfurling on the next spinnaker usage, the sheets do not 
unfurl easily, and the most reliable � x I’ve found is to remove the 
sheets after furling and reattach them. Perhaps it is only my limited 
use; any comments appreciated. Also, with the  Seldén, there is not 
a way to have an adjustable tack line. Any idea how to modify the 
tack attachment to allow adjustment?

Dan Rees
Via email

Testers did not have the sheet problem you mentioned, but we single-
sheeted the asym—afterall, the easiest way to jibe the sail is to furl it. 
Once the sail was furled, we swapped the sheet to the other side and un-
furled the sail. The single sheet is tensioned, and there’s no lazy sheet to 
wrap up in the opening or furling process. With only one sheet wrapped 
around the furled sail, we had no unfurling issues after bag stowing.

Seldén o� ers an optional adjustable tack swivel for the GX furler, 

but you can also rig your own setup. Simply add a small shackle to one 
of the three clevis-pin attachment points on the drum swivel. After the 
sail is furled, connect a tack-line lead block to the drum swivel and run 
the tack control line to a winch or the anchor windlass. Unsnap the 
original tack snap shackle, and ease o�  on the new tack line to control 
shoulder projection. Haul in on this line prior to furling, and reclip to 
the original tack snap shackle, � nally releasing the trimmable tack line.

KARVER
My friend and I both have Karver top-down furlers. We can hoist, 
furl, and jibe � ne. But the learning curve is long, and when you 
blow it, you have to take the whole rig o�  the boat, � nd a large 
� eld, wrangle the sail o�  the line, and then re-furl on the boat. 
The failure comes when the sail starts to wrap from the bottom 
prematurely. The next time you unfurl, the tight bottom starts to 
wind in as the top winds out.  

The trick is to keep the sail billowing away from the furling line 
so the bottom doesn’t get caught and wind in. Also, make sure 
the rigging is perfectly free so that there is no torque at all on the 
tack � tting. Like Goldilocks, when it is good, it is very, very good, 
but when it is bad, it is horrid. On balance, I am not sure it that 
much better than using a spinnaker sock—both with a crew and 
singlehanding.

Andrew Lippman
Via www.practical-sailor.com
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